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It is always great to be the bearer of good news and for now I can report that the Fund has sustained their 
growth in investment returns. Given the volatile market this past year, we have come out of these difficult 
times exceptionally well. Although I can’t report the same returns we enjoyed in the past, I am pleased to 
report returns on your investments of 17,3% in the Fund’s Default Portfolio and returns of 7% in the Capital 
Protection Option Portfolio. In terms of the macro–economic environment  forecast for Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) growth in 2010, it is likely that we will see growth of 3% materialising against my conservative 
outlook previously of 2,5%, and the GDP growth will probably reach 3,5% in 2011. Inflation remains under 
control for the year ahead. These indicators point to stability in the investment environment and allow the 
Board of Trustees to plan ahead with more confidence.   

The Fund remains well placed to provide growth in the members’ retirement savings in the longer term. The 
Board of Trustees will be considering an additional product to compliment the Capital Protection Option 
(CPO) portfolio, allowing members in the CPO to participate in the upswing in the equity market, but on a 
more conservative basis. The Board is also looking at managing our Pension Portfolio differently by securing 
guaranteed returns in the long-term. This will mean that our Pension Portfolio will have to be managed 
separately from the current Default Option and we will keep our members informed on the progress of any 
changes. The investment committee established by the Board a year ago, is proving to be a great success as 
the committee meets more regularly to deal with investment matters expeditiously.

I would like to extend my appreciation to our principal officer and my fellow Trustees for their support, our 
administration service provider Verso, SASH our communication service provider and our team of investment 
advisors for their excellent service the past year. Members can be assured that their interest is served to the 
best of our ability.

Finally, I wish to thank all our members for the trust and support they have placed in the Board of Trustees, I salute 
you all for a job well done.  

Brian William Shepherd 
Chairman of the Board

CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD
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The Cape Retirement Fund made sure that the Verso 
Administration team were kept extremely busy with 
various administrative tasks over the last 12 months. 
Some of the more challenging aspects were: 

1. the implementation of an additional Risk Category E;

2. the implementation and communication of an 
additional investment option. As from 1 January 
2010, members of 50 years and older were afforded 
the option of additional switches in any month of 
their choice;

3. an influx of requests from members from other Funds, 
requesting to join the Cape Retirement Fund; 

4. Changes to the Income Tax Act: Members 
withdrawing from their employer’s pension fund due 
to retrenchment will be taxed in the same manner as 
if they had retired from the Fund. 

The Cape Retirement Fund administration team 
comprises of 21 full time employees, divided into five 
core administration functions, namely: Claims, Month-
ends, Pensioner Payroll, Financial Reporting and Death 
Claims Investigations.

In addition, the administration team is responsible 
for home loan applications, Section 14 transfers 

between the Cape Retirement Fund and other funds, 
individual transfers, transfer requests from members of 
other funds, member and employer queries, financial 
intermediary queries, and data changes on a fund with 
a membership of approximately 30 000 and growing.

The table below illustrates some of the workload 
volume that these teams have been required to manage for 
the period 01/07/2009 – 30/06/2010:

New Entrants 4 345

Retirements 336

Deaths 130

Withdrawals 754

Disabilities 65

Retrenchments 1

Local Authority Pay Points 106

Active Members 29 789

Pensioners 840

Deferred Members 82

ADMINISTRATOR’S REVIEW

Principal Officer’s Review
To manage a Retirement Fund where the risk lies with the 
member (defined contribution fund) and where there is no 
recourse to the employer (as with a defined benefit fund), 
requires responsibility of the highest order.  Being aware of 
this reality, your Fund is defensively invested and investment 
managers are chosen who outperform their peers 
especially in times when the market is negative.

Coupled with the timely decision to reduce exposure to 
equities, this has enabled your Fund to ensure that your 
investment has not been reduced on a financial year basis 
during one of the worst declines in markets since the great 
depression of the thirties.

The challenge however was to increase exposure to 
the higher risk assets like equities when the upward 
swing started. Through implementing better governance 
structures, like the Investment Committee, timely decisions 
could be implemented to increase this exposure. We are 
extremely proud of our achieving a net return of more than 
17% for the year under review.

The Fund’s Actuary also determined that your Fund has, 
at the end of the 2009/2010 financial year, achieved a net 
return of 9% a year above inflation since the start of the 
Fund. No wonder members of our Fund are envied by 
colleagues who are not members of the Cape Retirement 
Fund.

Governance
Being aware of their tremendous responsibility, I can 
report with pride that your trustees have one of the 
highest attendance figures in the industry. Normally we 

have a 100% attendance of trustees at Board meetings.
The same applies to sub-committee meetings. Bearing in 
mind that your elected Trustees have senior positions in the 
municipalities where they come from, this is a remarkable 
achievement. Where a Trustee cannot attend a written 
apology is tendered.

All documents required to be lodged with the Financial 
Services Board have been lodged on time and your 
Fund has again received a clean audit report, in spite of 
more stringent audit requirements required by new 
legislation.

One Civil Service and Retirement Reform
Both subjects are still being broached from time to time 
and, although it seems that nothing will develop in the short 
term, a close watch is kept to ensure that your benefits are 
best protected – as is the statutory duty of the Fund.

Councillors as Members
The benefits of belonging to the Cape Retirement Fund will 
be extended to Councillors from participating employers of 
the Fund. This will broaden the membership base of your 
Fund to include important stakeholders.

You are invited to contact the Fund if you 
have any queries. Please ensure that 
your personal particulars are correct and 
that your nomination form is current.

PRINCIPAL OFFICER’S REVIEW

Jan Koekemoer
Principal Officer
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Taking a long-term view
When looking at investment returns, it is easy to get caught up in monthly 
and even daily movements in investment markets. Members of the Fund 
might look at the value of their Member’s Share on a regular basis and 
be concerned about whether their Member’s Share is going up or down 
according to the latest monthly bonus rate. This is natural human behavior. 

Many members are at least 5 years away from retirement. Members with 
a long-term time horizon should be less concerned about short-term 
volatility and more concerned about inflation beating investment returns 
in the long-term. It is difficult to time investment markets, and members 
might switch portfolios for emotional reasons in the short-term. 

Bonus rates may be positive or negative in any given month, as they are 
based on the actual underlying investment returns of the Fund. More 
stability becomes evident as we consider longer periods, such as one 
year, three years or five years. Members with a long-term time horizon 
should not be unduly concerned about short-term fluctuations in 
investment returns. 

Bonus rates – Trustee Default Portfolio
Bonus rates are the rates of interest added to your Member’s Share each 
year. Let’s take a look at the bonus rate history of the Fund in the Trustee 
Default Portfolio.

The bonus rate for the year ending 30 June 2001 included a 10% 
distribution of the Investment Reserve. The bonus rate for the year ending 
30 June 2006 included a 20% distribution of the Investment Reserve. The 
impact of the economic crisis is evident in the years ending 30 June 2008 
and 2009. The Fund performed well during the year ending 30 June 2010, 
returning a bonus rate of 17.3% p.a. on Member’s Shares.

	  

ACTUARIAL VALUATION
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The year 2010 proved once again that your Fund is the Retirement Fund of choice. 
In the administrator’s review you would have noticed that your Fund grew by  
4 345 members. Even if you take into account members who had left the Fund, it 
still shows an increase of more than 7% in membership!

On the communication front, increased membership also means increased activity 
in communications. The call centre assisted with more than 27 000 queries, we 
issued 2 390 member value quotations, met with over 10 500 members and 
potential new members and travelled more than 50 000 kilometers. We met 
with members as far as Vryburg in the North, and welcomed Matatiele Local 
Municipality to the Fund, which is now our furthest point to visit in the East. This 
municipality is more than 1 600 kilometers away from Cape Town!

Remember that one of the aspects that make your Fund one of the market 
leaders in the industry is the excellent communications services we provide 
to our members. These services are there to ensure that you are aware of and 
understand all your Fund’s benefits.  The call centre is there to assist you with 

The cumulative bonus rate over the 12 year period 
ending 30 June 2010 is 14.4% p.a. This exceeds 
inflation of 5.5% p.a. over the same period by 8.9% p.a. 
This means that a real rate of return of 8.9% p.a. was 
earned. Your actual return would differ slightly, because 
your Member’s Share not only grows with bonus rates, 
but also increases due to retirement contributions. 

Bonus rates – Capital Protection Option
As expected, the bonus rates for the CPO are more 
stable than the Trustee Default Portfolio. 

The cumulative bonus rate for the CPO is 10.1% p.a. 
for the 34 month period ending 30 June 2010. This 
exceeds price inflation of 7.6% p.a. over the same 
period by 2.5% p.a. This means that a real rate of return 
of 2.5% p.a. was earned.

During 2008 and 2009, the CPO provided excellent 
protection against the adverse investment conditions 
experienced. However, it is very difficult to time the 
market and eligible members should select the portfolio 
that is most suitable for their circumstances. 

The CPO is not expected to give significantly higher 
bonus rates than call rates (interest on cash at the bank) 
in the long term. There is a risk that members with many 
years to go before retirement may lose out on inflation 
beating returns in the long run. While past returns are 

not always a good guide to the future, the historical 
returns of the Trustee Default Portfolio compared to the 
CPO certainly illustrate this point.

Actuarial valuation
The actuarial valuation for the year ending 30 June 
2010 indicated that the Fund is in a sound financial 
condition. 

Pension increases
In view of the healthy funding level of the Pensions 
Account, the Trustees increased the pension target to 
100% of inflation. This means that the Fund will aim 
to grant future pensions in line with price inflation, 
provided that the Fund can continue to afford this.

Since 1997, the Trustees have awarded pension 
increases of 6.4% per year on average, compared to 
inflation of 6.3% p.a. over this period. This is extremely 
valuable to pensioners, as it ensures that the buying 
power of their pensions is not eroded over time due to 
the effect of price inflation.

Economic outlook
Investment market volatility continues to create 
significant uncertainty in the future economic outlook. 
While investment markets have recovered fairly well, the 
exceptionally high investment returns earned in earlier 
years are unlikely to be repeated in the long term.  

Conclusion
Members have been awarded with excellent long-term 
real bonus rates in excess of inflation. The Fund provides 
members nearing retirement the necessary protection 
with the Capital Protection Option. Pensioners have 
generally kept up with inflation and retained their buying 
power over time. 

It is indeed a pleasure to be a part of the financial 
management of this exceptionally well run fund.

Sean Neethling
Actuary  
Metropolitan Employee Benefits 
Actuarial Consulting Services
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Headline inflation continued to fall over the period, 
reaching 4.6% at the end of June 2010. It is now within 
the 3% to 6% band, which is targeted by the Monetary 
Policy Committee of the Reserve Bank. 

Fund Performance
The table below shows the returns of the Capital 
Protection Option (CPO) and Trustee Default Investment 
Portfolio (TDIP) ended June 2010.

Three 
Months

Twelve 
Months

Two 
Years

Three 
Years

CPO 1.6% 7.3% 9.5%

STeFI 1.7% 7.5% 9.4%

Difference -0.1% -0.2% 0.1%

TDIP -1.9% 17.3% 8.9% 5.5%

CPI + 4% p.a. 2.2% 8.8% 10.5% 12.1%

Difference -4.1% 8.5% -1.6% -6.6%

The CPO returned 7.3%, while the TDIP returned 16.3% 
over the past 12 months.

The CPO, which attempts to preserve capital for those 
members close to retirement, was invested primarily 
in cash and bonds. It marginally underperformed its 
benchmark (STeFI) over this period. 

The TDIP’s 17.3% return was a result of being invested 
in “riskier” asset classes such as equities, which 
recovered strongly and outperformed other asset 
classes over the past 12 months. The TDIP handsomely 
outperformed its target of CPI + 4% p.a.

Equally, when equities underperform, as was the 
case over the past 3 months, the TDIP (–1.9%) 
underperformed the CPO (1.6%).  

Note that the CPO is only available to members over 
50 and offers them a way to reduce the risk of negative 
returns as they approach retirement.

Performance of the selected investment managers
The table below shows the 3-month and 12-month 
returns of the selected investment managers as well as 
their weightings (as at 30 June 2010) as percentage of 
the TDIP.

Weighting 3 Month 
Return

12 Month 
Return

Domestic Equity

Prescient 
Passive

10.0% -7.2% 22.6%

Allan Gray 18.9% -1.8% 22.8%

Investec Alpha 16.1% -5.5% 17.7%

Investec Quant 6.7% -7.2% 17.3%

Domestic Fixed Interest

Stanlib FFI 13.2% 2.2% -

Coronation FFI 13.5% 2.1% 14%

SIM Cash 7.0% 1.8% 7.6%

International

Orbis (ZAR) 2.3% -3.4% -

Investec GDG 
(ZAR)

6.0% 4.6% 13.9%

Octane (ZAR) 2.5% 2.0% 0.1%

Marathon (ZAR) 4.0% -5.0% -

All investment managers achieved positive performances 
over the 12-month period. The equity managers 
outperformed the fixed interest and international 
managers, with Allan Gray being the best performing 
investment manager over the 12-month period. 

The Trustees increased exposure to equities and 
inflation-linked bonds during the 12-month period. 
These decisions benefited the Fund from both a risk 
and return perspective. 

Economic and Market Overview
The 12 month period ended June 2010 was characterised 
by a recovery in global investment markets.

Local equities, as measured by the FTSE JSE All Share 
Index (ALSI) returned 21.8%, while local bonds, as 
measured by the All Bond Index, returned 9.9%. Local 
cash underperformed bonds as the Short Term Fixed 
Interest (STeFI) returned 7.5%. The Rand appreciated 
against the US Dollar by 0.6%, but this was not without 
considerable volatility! In Rand terms, international 
equities as measured by the MSCI World Equity Index 
(MSCI World) returned 10.1% in Rand terms.

For equities, the year in review was one of two halves. 
During the first 6 months, the ALSI returned 26.9% in 
comparison to the second half, when the ALSI returned 
–4.1%. Similarly, in Rand terms, the MSCI World 
returned 17.5% during the first six months and –6.3% 
during the following six months. 

INVESTMENT REVIEW
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Although the Trustees increased the equity allocation, 
they have continued to apply a risk-focused approach. 
This approach has proven to be very beneficial over the 
past 3 years, as the Fund has outperformed most of its 
competitors on a risk-return basis. 

While the philosophy of appointing specialist managers 
within a particular asset class has been retained, in 
February 2010, the Trustees set two new mandates 
that allowed the managers to invest in more than just 
one asset class. In February 2010, the Stanlib Absolute 
Return and Listed Property mandates were restructured 
into the Stanlib Flexible Fixed Interest (FFI) mandate. A 
similar FFI mandate was implemented for Coronation. 
This additional flexibility allowed these managers to not 
only improve returns, but control risk more effectively. 
For example, when the outlook of one asset class 
deteriorated, the manager was not forced to remain 
invested in that particular asset class, but able to 
switch into another asset class with a better risk-
return outlook. 

The equity managers, and their allocations as a 
percentage of the equity component, remained stable 
over this period.

On the international investment front, Marathon 
was appointed as an international equity manager 
in November 2009, and Orbis was appointed in 
February 2010, with a mandate that roughly splits the 
investment equally between international equity 
and international cash. 

After being an underperforming manager over the 
previous 12 months, Investec Global Diversified Growth 
recovered strongly with a return of 13.9% over the 12 
months ended June 2010. 

Long-term value 
In the previous Annual Report, we have discussed the 
Trustees’ approach to actively create long-term value 
for members of the Fund. Two examples are set 
out below. 

As a good governance measure, an Investment 
Committee was created following the Trustee training 
session in August 2009. Decision making processes 
have improved and more time has been dedicated to 
investments and risk management. The Trustees (as 
recommended by the Investment Committee) have 
implemented tactical asset allocation decisions, e.g. 
switching between different asset classes in order to 
take advantage of potential mispricing of asset classes. 
As noted before, this has proven to be beneficial for 
the Fund. 

Furthermore, in an environment where the expected 
returns from asset classes are likely to be lower than 
in the past, the Trustees have actively controlled costs 
in order to increase net returns (i.e. returns after fees) 
to its members. After the approximately R120,000 
net saving from last year, the collective efforts of the 
Principal Officer and investment advisors yielded a net 
saving of approximately R7.1 million in the 2009 to2010 
financial year! 

any Fund related queries, we have consultants who visit 
your area on specific pre communicated dates, and do 
not forget about the Fund’s excellent website. For more 
information on any of these services, please contact us on 
021 943 5306.

Transparency and fairness to all members are very 
important to the Board of Trustees. In an effort to 
further improve on this and to decrease cross subsidy, 
the Trustees decided to change the running costs 
structure of the Fund. The cost will now be based on 
different salary bands in the Fund. For more information 
on the cost structure, please feel free to contact the 
Call Centre or go to the Fund’s official website at www.
caperf.co.za.

If you are older than 50, you can once again be on 
the lookout for the annual Capital Protection Option 
workshops during May/ June 2011. 2010 saw the 
most well-attended workshop road show to date. The 
combination of product information and financial advice 
being available to members has proven to provide 
valuable assistance with this important decision.

Remember that, if you are considering changing 
your risk benefit category outside of normal policy 
conditions, then you can do so by completing the 
relevant documentation and submit it to the Fund with 
the R100 administration fee before 31 March 2011. It 
is very important to revise your risk benefit category 

on an annual basis, not only to ensure that you have 
sufficient cover, but also to make sure that you are not 
over insured.

The next important date for your communication 
calendar is the AGM, which will be held on 18 February 
2010.

Pensioner pay dates for 2011
We would like to say thank you to all our pensioners 
who completed their Certificates of Existence and sent 
it to the Fund before 31 August. By continuing to do 
so, you will ensure that the Fund continues to pay your 
monthly pension on time. 

For easy reference we included the pensioner pay 
dates for 2011. Remember that the official pay date 
is the 22nd of each month. Should the 22nd fall on a 
Saturday, you will be paid the on the Friday, and should 
the 22nd be on a Sunday you can expect your pension 
in your account on the Monday. Here are these very 
important dates for 2011:

21 January 22 February 23 March

22 April 23 May 22 June

22 July 22 August 22 September

21 October 22 November 15 December
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The type of complaints received in the last year can be 
summarised as follows:

Payment of the divorce benefit since the change in 
legislation
During 2009, a number of non-member spouses had 
complained to the Adjudicator regarding the payment 
of their divorce benefit. In some cases, the Fund was 
not in possession of a valid divorce order. In terms of 
the law, the Fund cannot make a payment to the non-
member spouse without a divorce order, and not even 
the Pension Funds Adjudicator can override the law in 
this regard. In other instances, the Fund was still in the 
process of obtaining a tax directive when the complaint 
was prematurely lodged. In all such instances, the 
payment of the divorce benefit was finalised before the 
response to the complaint had to be submitted to 
the Adjudicator.

The Fund continues to receive complaints from both 
members and non-member spouses who are not happy 
with the tax deducted from the divorce benefit. This is 
a matter outside the ambit of the Fund. The Fund is 
obliged to settle the divorce benefit and pay the tax 
in accordance with the legislation that is in existence 
when the divorce benefit accrues.

Refund of the withdrawal benefit
The Fund often receive complaints where exited 
members query the value of the member share that was 
paid out on withdrawal, or where the member queries 
why the full 18% employer contribution rate was not 

refunded on exit. There are many such complaints, 
despite members receiving communication regarding 
the allocation of the contributions towards risk benefits 
and the running costs of the Fund, and the fact that, 
depending on the category of membership, the net 
amount that is refundable on exit is less than the 18%.

Statistics
The CRF statistics in respect of Adjudicator complaints 
is as follows: 

Total complaints received 73

Determinations in favour of the Fund 54

Complaints awaiting finalisation by the 
Adjudicator

19

Determinations against the Fund 0

Office of the Pension Funds Adjudicator
Ms Mamodupi Mohlahla left the office of the Pension 
Funds Adjudicator at the end of September 2009, 
and Dr Elmarie de la Rey was appointed as the Acting 
Pension Funds Adjudicator until the end of March 2010. 
With effect from 1 April 2010, Mr Charles Pillai, the 
previous FAIS Ombudsman, was appointed to take over 
as the Pension Funds Adjudicator. 

His focus has been on clearing the backlog of 
complaints and ensuring that new complaints are dealt 
with timeously.

Adjudicator Complaints
The Fund continually receives “complaints”, which, when they are 
investigated, proves not to be  “complaints” as defined in the Pension Funds 
Act and have no merit of success. 

LEGAL AND TECHNICAL  ANALYSIS
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Rule Amendment 
Number

Details of Rule Amendment Effective Date

1 Allow members to transfer to the CPO from age 50 years. 1 March 2009

2 The name of the Fund was changed to “Cape Retirement Fund for 
Local Government”.

16 July 2010

3 Amendment of the transfer rule to cater for inter-fund transfers, in line 
with the Adjudicator determination in the “Fourie” matter.

1 September 2008

4 To allow for the Fund to appoint up to 2 independent Trustees to the 
Board, in line with the provisions of the FSB Circular PF130 regarding 
Good Governance Practices and Procedures.

1 September 2009

5 Inclusion of the new Category E risk benefits. 1 October 2009

6 Inclusion of provisions for new legislation relating to unclaimed 
benefits.

30 June 2009

7 Inclusion of the Preservation Pension Account, which facilitates the 
transfer of members who belonged to a “pension fund” into the Fund.

1 September 2009

8 Rules amended to allow 3 CPO switches per annum. 1 January 2010

9 Rules amended to allow Councillors to join the Fund. 1 July 2010

Rule Amendments
The rules were consolidated, taking the previously 
registered 20 rule amendments into account. These 
consolidated rules were registered by the Financial 
Services Board (FSB) on 28 October 2009.  In 2009, a 
number of other rule amendments were reported to the 
FSB. The FSB has advised, however, that they no longer 

require the risk benefit policies and endorsements to be 
included as annexures to the Fund rules, and as such, 
the risk benefit policy annexures have been removed 
from the rules. Since the consolidation of the rules, the 
following new rule amendments have been submitted 
to the FSB for registration.

Insured Risk Benefits
The lump sum death and disability benefits are reinsured 
with Metropolitan. Due to the favourable claims 
experience, Metropolitan have retained the existing 
benefit structure and underlying rates. You will recall 
that in 2009, the Insurer agreed to retain the underlying 
rates for a period of 2 years on condition that there was 
no material worsening in the claims experience. 

A summary of the current risk benefit structure is 
as follows:

Risk 
Benefit 
Category

Premium (% 
of pensionable 
salary)

Death 
Benefit 

Lump Sum 
Disability 
Benefit

A 3% 4.1 X 
Pens. 
Salary

4.1 X Pens. 
Salary

B 5% 6.9 X 
Pens. 
Salary

4.4 X Pens. 
Salary

C 2% 4.4 X 
Pens. 
Salary

Nil X Pens. 
Salary

D Nil Nil Nil

E 3.25% 4.0 X Monthly 
Income 
Disability 
Benefit

Funeral Benefits
As the claims experience has remained stable, Sanlam 

has reduced the overall funeral benefit premium from 
R18.80 per member per month to R18.00 per member 
per month from 1 July 2010. The relevant adjustment on 
the sliding scale has been made to members’ records 
from this date.

When members leave the Fund due to death in service 
or due to disability, they/their family retain funeral 
benefit cover until the member reaches/would have 
reached age 65 years. No further premium is payable 
for this cover from the date that the member leaves the 
Fund for one of the abovementioned reasons.

Legislative Issues

Tax Withdrawal Tables
The tax tables on withdrawal (of only R1 800 – plus 
any amounts in terms of Formula “C” – being tax-free) 
have been improved after many years. A new tax table 
was introduced, which means that a higher benefit may 
be paid out as tax-free on withdrawal. Any benefits 
taken from a pension/provident fund as a cash lump 
sum benefit prior to retirement age will be accumulated 
and offset against the member’s final retirement benefit 
cash lump sum. This effectively means that a member 
may receive a much lower tax-free benefit on retirement 
in the future in circumstances where the member has 
had pre-retirement cash lump sum withdrawals.

Members who intend leaving the Fund are encouraged 
to obtain financial advice from an authorised financial 
planner before making any decision to take either a cash 
withdrawal benefit or to invest the benefit. Members are 
encouraged to preserve their retirement savings for 
their old age.
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2010 2009

Lump Sum 
Payments
On Retirement 

R259 012 083 R36 815 451

Number Of Members 336 471

Resignation Benefits R147 641 389 R246 785 511

Number Of Members 754 1 170

The categories representing the majority of benefits 
paid during the financial year are:

During the year under review, the Fund’s total assets and 
reserves (which reflect the total of the members’ and 
pensioners’ interests), increased by R1,361 million, as 
opposed to an increase of R168 million the previous year.

By doing a rough calculation of dividing the positive 
investment income of R1 049 million by the accumulated 
funds of R6 859 billion at the beginning of the year, it 
shows that the Fund had a positive return of 15.29% (nett 
1.2%-still outstanding). The JSE All Share Index was 26 
259 at 30 June 2010 as opposed to 22 049 the previous 
year. That amounts to a positive return of 19.1% on 
investment if you were fully invested in shares. Our Fund 
is a balanced fund which spreads the risk and affords 
the members some protection during adverse markets. 
Therefore, the Fund was able to give a positive return at 
much lower risk levels for the year ended 30 June 2010.

By dividing the total of the local equities and preference shares by the total assets held (R8 312 284 274), it 
indicates that the Fund only held 50% of its assets in equities. That is why the Fund could manage to achieve a 
positive return in bear markets. Cash and deposits equalled 18.6%, bonds 19.2% and the foreign exposure 12%.

The Fund’s administration costs increased from 
R24.4 million to R28.5 million – an increase of R4,1 
million, or 16.5% (membership grew from 26,737 to 
29,789). The industry’s norm for administration costs 
is usually 1% of pensionable salaries. The CRF’s 
administration cost expressed as a percentage of 
pensionable salaries amounts to a mere 0.80%.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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The annual financial statements were audited by external auditors, Rademeyer Wesson, and an unqualified audit 
report was issued. The audit report does not express an opinion on whether the affairs of the Fund are in order 
and are fairly presented in the annual financial statements. It only states that it is prepared in accordance with the 
basis of preparation applicable to retirement funds. However, this is the generally accepted wording to be used for 
annual financial statements of pension and retirement funds. 

The Valuator (Actuary) expresses an opinion on whether the Fund is in a sound financial position. 

The Administrator of the Fund, Verso Financial Services (Pty.) Ltd. (VFS), being a company and being registered as 
an administrator in terms of Section 13B of the Pension Funds Act, is subject to audit themselves. This makes the 
operations of the Fund subject to two audits, one for the Fund itself and the other for the Administrator, VFS.

AUDITOR’S REPORT
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FINANCIAL  STATEMENTS
Statement of Net Assets and Funds at 30 June 2010

     
      
ASSETS    
     
Non-current assets  
Property, plant and equipment 
Investments (including investment properties)
Housing facilities
     
Current assets   
Accounts receivable   
Contributions receivable  
Transfers receivable   
Cash at bank   
     
Total assets   
     
FUNDS AND LIABILITIES 
     
Members’ funds and surplus account
Members’ individual accounts 
Member surplus account  
Total reserves   
Reserves   
Revaluation reserve: Property, plant and equity
      
Total funds and reserves 
     
Non - current liabilities 
Employer surplus account  
Financial liabilities   
Provisions     
Unclaimed benefits    
     
Current liabilities   
Transfers payable   
Benefits payable    
Accounts payable   
     
Total funds and liabilities 

30 JUNE 2010
R

8,312,284,274 
0 

8,312,284,274 
0 

183,626,432 
45,834,231 
40,115,679

0
97,676,522

8,495,910,706

7,750,863,112
7,750,863,112

0 
469,572,541 
469,572,541 

0 
 

8,220,435,652 

1,901,129 
0 
0 
0 

1,901,129 

273,573,925 
0 

164,415,126 
109,158,799 

8,495,910,706

30 JUNE 2009
R

6,946,137,682 
0 

6,946,137,682
0 

163,451,098
61,857,958 
33,559,538 

2,689,611 
65,343,991 

7,109,588,780

6,369,955,764 
6,369,955,764 

0 
489,906,308
489,906,308

0 
 

6,859,862,072 

3,114,969 
0 
0 
0 

3,114,969 

246,611,739
0 

157,484,075 
89,127,664 

7,109,588,780

 
0 

0 
 

Note

1
2
3

4
12
5

21

21
6

21
16.1
16.2
9

7
8
10
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